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“Basque Continuity Challenge”

ISSUE: How can NABO best support members 
promote greater ethnic awareness to keep 
people participating in their local Basque 
communities?

The singular remarkable fact about the Basques is that they still exist." 
- Mark Kurlansky

Frankly, Basques shouldn't still be around. Usually a people this small in number over time 
forfeit their culture and become absorbed by the larger culture that surrounds them. Yet for 
thousands of years Basques found ways to keep alive one of Europe's oldest cultures up to the 
present. It hasn't been easy and the pressure to abandon "Basqueness" in modern times has 
been intense and it isn't getting easier. That's why we need your help: we're asking that you 
come along!

This IS NOT primarily a money pitch (though sure money is needed to keep things going) nor 
is this about asking you to put a "Proud to be Basque" bumper-sticker on your car or wear a 
beret every day. This IS ABOUT getting people to accentuate "Basqueness" as one of their 
multiple identities (e.g., as a parent, spouse, child, football fan, American, etc.). We're hoping 
to 1) raise the "awareness of Basqueness" across the generations and 2) find folks-young and 
older--willing and able to contribute their time and energy to keep our culture alive.
To do this we have to work hard and work smart. 
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NABO 2009 Convention
July 24-25-26; Reno, NV

ISSUE:  For the Convention do we 
alter our regular NABO meeting for a 
larger forum on Basque youth & 
communication

Business as usual for NABO, or do we mix things 
up and convert our Convention meeting into an 
open forum on Basque youth and community building?  In 1959 Sparks was the site of the 
largest Basque public festival to that date in America.  In many ways it established a model 
that would be adapted and utilized by many following Basque festivals.  That generation of 
Basque-Americans found something that worked very well for them in keeping their 
“Basqueness” alive.  That is why we are still here today.

Now the challenge of this generation of Basque-Americans is:  how shall Basque culture 
endure?  The festivals continued to be enjoyed by all, they are no longer sufficient to sustain 
Basqueness.  Succinctly, younger Basques are not adhering to Basqueness as before. 
Somehow, someway, against the odds, our ancestors found a way to preserve “Basqueness” 
across thousands of years. Now it is our turn. We—those of us age 30 and above—cannot be 
the generation that breaks this long chain of continuity of one of the world’s oldest cultures.

FOCUS (ADVISORY) GROUPS

ISSUE:  All the best ideas in the world remain just that, unless a group of people pick 
them up and make them happen. Taldeak translates as "teams" and the objective 
here is to create focus groups on various aspects of Basque culture that can in turn 
help to serve our various NABO members.

Think about joining one (or more)!
Email info@nabasque.org

We are currently looking for volunteers for these focus groups

DANTZA & MUSIKA: Dance & Music: shared resources, workshops, etc.

DIRUA (Finances): budgeting, B.G. grant requests, etc.

EUSKARA, KANTAK & MUS Basque language promotion to learn & play

GAZTEAK ("Youth"):  Includes 9 & under, Udaleku, Gaztealde, exchanges, etc.

JAKINARAZI ("To Make Known")Education, communication, news, websites, etc.

KIROLAK ("Sports"): Pilota, Pala & other Basque sports
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BASQUE GOVERNMENT UPDATE

ISSUE:  Should NABO be active or passive in 
approaching the new leadership of the 
Basque Government?

CONTEXT. In 1979 the Basque Government was re-created (the first was during a brief period 
in the midst of the Spanish Civil War of the 1930s), this time as an automous region in Spain 
consisting of the historical regions of Araba, Bizkaia and Gipuzkoa (Nafarroa would create its 
own autonomous region; the three regions of the Iparralde or north side in France do not have 
their own autonomous region).  The leadership of the Basque Government of Euskadi has 
been in the hands of the political party known as the PNV-EJ or translated as the Basque 
Nationalist Party, often in coalition with other regional political parties (note that in contrast to 
the American version, most of the wrold’s democracies utilize proportional representation 
where the right to form a government goes to the party—and or parties in coalition—that have 
a maority).  Decades ago the Basque Government began to reach out the global Basque 
Diapora, punctuated by periodic world Basque Congresses and support—material, cultural and 
financial—for the world’s Basque clubs and entities.  A specific department was established 
within the Basque Government for this purpose, and for most of the time it was directed by 
Josu Legarreta.  NABO has been collaborating with the Basque Government on numerous 
initiatives all with the same goal of promoting “Basqueness” (Basque culture and identity).  It 
is important to note, that at no time has NABO been pressured to take a partisan stand.  

RECENT ELECTION RESULTS. The PNV (Basque nationalist party) gained the largest share of 
votes, but not enough to form a government which requires a majority.  Thus two other 
parties joined together (PSE & PP) and for the first time in almost thirty years, Basque 
nationalists will not be running the Basque Government.  It is difficult to say at this point until 
the new leadership assumes control.  What is certain is that our long-standing working 
relationship with the Directorate of Basque Entities  (which was coordinated  by Josu Legarreta 
that will now be replaced) and HABE (our Euskara contact being Kinku Zinkunegi) will change.   
The major issue will be how much—or how little—the new leadership seeks to maintain 
relations with the Basque Diaspora.  

Many Basque Government—Diapsora initiatives that were underway are now on hold.  For 
example, the new website euskaletxeak.net may or may not be continued.  The future of 
Gaztemundu is also up in the air.  The new leadership will also determine to what extent—if 
any—that financial grants will be offered.

BASQUE CLUB IMPACT.  Fortunately, no Basque club will cease to exist even if the Basque 
Government terminated all contact with the Diaspora.  Only about a quarter of clubs were 
regularly requesting grant aid, and none was dependent on it.

NABO IMPACT.  Our federation predates the formation of the current Basque Government; 
again NABO would endure even if the Basque Government terminated  relations.  But the 
scope of NABO activities would be curtailed, where Basque Government funding made some 
things possible; e.g., Cultural tours, bringing over performers, extra Euskadi instructors for 
Udaleku, NABO Facilitator & Euskara coordinator positions, etc.

          Due May 5, 2009
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NABO & FEVA Collaboration

ISSUE: How can we best learn and benefit from shared relations 
with other Basque entities?

The follow-up for NABO is to discuss these initiatives and came to a conclusion at our 
upcoming meeting in Salt Lake City (April 18, 2009). If the confederation initiative is 
accepted, then a NABO delegation would travel to Argentina (Oct. 2009) to participate in the 
creation of the confederation. The hope is to sustain a consistent collaboration between NABO 
& FEVA. The proposal is every other year:
> 2010: FEVA comes to USA
> 2011: World Basque Congress
> 2013: NABO goes to Argentina
> 2015: World Basque Congress
> 2017: FEVA comes to USA (and so on)
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A 21ST CENTURY PROPOSAL:
A GLOBAL FEDERATION OF BASQUE ENTITIES

ISSUE:  If NABO opts to promote this iniative, how can we best 
implement this federation to benefit its members?

“You need a few people to keep the [Basque] fire lit, to keep it going, so that later on 
somebody else can pick it up.” –Jean Leon Iribarren

MISSION STATEMENT. There are many people living outside the Basque country in the 
Basque Diaspora, who self-identify as being Basque. It was this sentiment that inspired the 
creation of the many Basque clubs around the world. Some of these clubs came together to 
create national or regional federations. The proposal now is to take this same sort of 
solidarity to a global level.

PART I: Creating Basque Clubs

Basques have been in the Americas at least since the time of Columbus. The origins of our 
current Basque communities, however, have more recent roots. The closer part of this story 
dates from the influx of Basques into the American West following the announcement of the 
discovery of gold in California. While a few struck it rich finding gold, everyone had to eat and 
that is what brought a good many Basques into ranching. That’s what opened the door to the 
current Basque-American connection to the sheep industry.

A key part of these early Basque communities was the ostatua or Basque boarding house 
which served as a home away from home, a finding work network, a place to celebrate 
weddings and birthdays, and where Basque families usually gathered after a funeral. But with 
the last wave of Basque immigration that waned in the 1970s, the boarding houses began to 
fade away. Some of those switched into restaurants, many that are still serving their familiar 
menus. This disappearance of the boarding houses left a noticeable institutional void, and 
some Basques saw this and thus set out to organize Basque social clubs. These Basque clubs 
now served as new focal points of celebrating “Basqueness” by organizing regular events, 
dance lessons for youth, annual summer festivals, etc. 

Part 2: Creating a regional federation—the founding of N.A.B.O.

Some however saw the possibility of creating something on a larger scale; the creation of a 
federation of Basque clubs to pool resources and network ideas. This idea seems to have been 
spawned from the federation of Basque organizations in Argentina. Their federation, known as 
FEVA, left an impression on two Basques researching the global Basque Diaspora: Jon Bilbao 
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and William Douglass. They raised that idea with some Basque-Americans and that is what 
made its way to Reno, Nevada back in 1973. In was there that a group assembled to explore 
the possibility of a questionable proposal, especially considering Basque history, of creating a 
federation of Basque clubs for North America. 

The Basques had never really been united (excepting the Middle Ages when the kingdom of 
Nafarroa claimed the whole of the Basque region), neither in the Old Country nor in the New 
World. The Basque country, or "Euskal Herria," had never been "Zazpiak-Bat" (the seven 
provinces are one) representing a unified, self-conscious community. Euskal Herria most often 
referred to just the local region. Basques from Bizkaia in the South, for example, had little 
interaction with Basques in the northern province of Zuberoa. 

This detachment was reflected in the Basque 
communities of the United States. Basques 
of Bizkaian descent in parts of Idaho and 
Nevada interacted little with the Basques of 
California which were largely northern or 
"French Basque." Thus when delegates from 
the Basque clubs of Los Banos and San 
Francisco, California; Boise and Emmett, 
Idaho; Elko, Ely and Reno, Nevada; and 
Ontario, Oregon gathered together, they 
were well aware that there was little if any 
communication between the various Basque 
clubs of the American West. They were 
attempting to cross the divide--real and 
imagined--between Basque-Americans, and 
their venture remained uncertain. Would 
"French" Basques and "Spanish" Basques 
join a federation to work together? Would 
individual clubs set aside competition in an 
effort to preserve and promote their shared 
heritage? 

Now we look back and know that answer is 
yes. But it was not an easy process.

Former NABO President Jean Leon Iribarren 
of San Francisco summarized the early obstacles that came from mutual suspicion. “We were 
afraid of each other” because we assumed “they [Basques from Idaho or Nevada, etc.] must 
be different.” Further complicating matters was the activity of ETA during these years in 
Europe, and some Basques here thought the push for this new federation was somehow linked 
to this Basque separatist group. So after the original representatives took to the idea, they 
had the challenge of trying to now take it back to their communities. But Iribarren said that 
before long “we all realized we wanted the same things.”

The original short term aim was to open lines of communication among the clubs. NABO has 
now surpassed that immediate goal.

The North American Basque Organizations, Inc., commonly referred to by its acronym 
N.A.B.O., is a service organization to member clubs that does not infringe on the autonomy of 
each. Its prime purpose is the preservation, protection, and promotion of the historical, 
cultural, and social interests of Basques in the United States. NABO's function is to sponsor 
activities and events beyond the scope of the individual clubs, and to promote exchanges 
between Basque-Americans and the Basque country.
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NABO efforts are now numerous, from sponsoring an annual mus (Basque card game) that 
started in 1977, that was followed a couple of years later with the first of several world 
tournaments, and pelota tournaments. NABO recognizes the crucial role of youth 
involvement, and long ago began its two-week Basque culture summer camp for kids that 
began in 1977. These and other activities rotate from club to club each year. NABO has also 
forged a link with the autonomous Basque government which has provided various clubs with 
educational material, performers from the Basque country to enliven our festivals, and 
scholarships for studies in Euskadi. NABO’s ambitious title of a North American federation 
finally found fruition over the last several years when Basque clubs from Canada joined.

So the delegates which assembled in Reno long ago, in an attempt to lortu or connect the 
various Basque clubs, could not have been sure of NABO's future. They were well aware that 
some might resist their efforts, but decades later NABO has proven itself a success. Long ago 
most Basque-Americans have set aside their Old World differences of "Spanish" and "French" 
to work together. The member clubs of NABO have realized that they all share one common 
purpose--to promote and preserve their unique cultural heritage--and they know that this can 

best be accomplished with a strong "lotura" (bond) to
help one another. 

Argitxu Camus, who recently had published her book 
on NABO notes that “NABO has done a lot of work, 
created many activities. NABO has grown from being 8 
clubs to 35 clubs. It has created great communication 
amongst the clubs and now people are not reluctant to 
go to clubs in other regions, attend picnics, and send 
their children to Udaleku (Basque summer camp) in 
different locations. This last item is very important. 
Children learn that being Basque is cool and that there 
are other kids out there like them. NABO has helped 
many children find their Basque identity and I believe 
this will determine the club’s future.”

Part 3: Creating a global federation—Zortziak Bat?

There are many people living outside the Basque country in the Basque Diaspora who self-
identify as being Basque. It was this sentiment that inspired the creation of the many Basque 
clubs around the world. Some of these clubs came together to create national or regional 
federations. The proposal now is to take this same sort of solidarity to a global level.

In an earlier time because of access and communication limitations, the only viable path to 
form a Basque organization was through local contacts. Granted that distances remain the 
same, and the scope of interaction among Basques scattered around the world will remain 
limited, there remains some areas where a few shared initiatives could serve to animate 
Basqueness at different levels and among different ages. Now with new communication 
technologies (e.g., cell phones, email, Skype, Facebook, etc.) there are new possibilities of 
greater interaction and sharing of resources.  

The potential objectives would have to be modest in scope because of the logistical limitations, 
but within reason some initiatives could go far to strengthen local, regional, national and 
international relations among Basques--a boost in "Baqueness." Some of these could be 
sponsoring an International Junior Mus Tournament on a periodic, rotating basis; sustaining 
efforts to arrange youth exchanges of dancers, pala players, musicians, etc.; sharing Euskara 
teaching materials and joint Internet events; shared educational materials, etc.
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HUB, SPOKES & WHEEL ANALOGY
This is not an exact description but it might help to explain the overall 

concept. 

The hub or center of the wheel represents the Basque Country (the 
historic seven Basque regions, the various governmental and cultural 

institutions there, etc.)

The spokes represent the interaction back and forth between the 
Basque Country and Basques in the Diaspora (local Basque clubs and 

federations).

The outside wheel is what the confederation would primarily work to 
strengthen and develop.

NAME PROPOSAL. Zortziak Bat ("The Eight that are One"). Zazpiak Bat is a motto 
coined by the Basque explorer Antoine-Thomson d'Abbadie in the nineteenth century, from the 
Basque words zazpiak meaning "the seven ones" and bat meaning "one", translates as "the 
seven ones [are] one" and refers to the seven Basque Country traditional provinces. Now for 
the 21st century, an updated motto is needed to recognize and promote our new reality: 
many people of Basque descent live outside the Basque Country in the Basque Diaspora.

Zortziak Bat: 8 = 1
Zazpiak Bat is a motto coined by the Basque explorer Antoine-Thomson 
d'Abbadie in the nineteenth century, from the Basque words zazpiak
meaning "the seven ones" and bat meaning "one", translates as "the 
seven ones [are] one" and refers to the seven Basque Country traditional 
provinces. Don't you think that for the 21st century, we need an updated 
motto? Many people of Basque descent live outside the Basque Country in 
the Basque Diaspora. How about creating a symbol of seeing things not 
only vertically (us looking to the Basque Country) but horizontally (looking 
also to the Diaspora).  

The Basque subtitle could be Euskal Erakundeen Elkartea (Federation of 
Basque Entities).

ELKAR LAN

The Federation of Basque Entities in Argentina embraces almost one 
hundred Basque clubs.  Argentina is the largest Basque community 
in the Basque Diaspora; one source stated there are one million of 

Basque descent in Argentina today!  

This early federation served as inspiration to the formation of NABO 
in the 1973.  NABO then became the second largest federation of 

Basque clubs.  

The proposal therefore, is to combine resources to jointly spear-
head an initiative to create a global federation of Basque entities.  
The hope is that other Basque entities from around the world will 

choose to join and expand upon our original founding principle 
of helping its member organizations to assist each other in the 

pursuit of the same objective: the perpetuation of "Basqueness" 
(Basque culture and identity).
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PART IV. INTERNET PRESENCE

Realistically, the fact of big distances among our various Basque communities will always limit 
direct in-person contact. This proposed federation of Basque entities around the world would 
be based on the internet.

The "Euskal Etxeak" are engaged in some common cases, depending on the features of each 
state or area or of its own euskal Etxea. When it comes to promoting relations between 
Basques and centers to facilitate the relationship and exchange of experience among its 
partners and members, it is necessary to have information of their activities. The knowledge 
of the activities of the Basques in the world is a previous work, vital for the further 
development of relationships and partnerships between clubs and federations of the Basque 
world. This would include, to the extent possible, the collection and dissemination of 
information.   

Starting from the idea that all activities are important - especially those 
developed by volunteers and young children - the systematic collection of this data and its 
publication would first recognize the volunteer work of these individuals, and enhanced self-
esteem and the value of the effort that these volunteers carry out and a possible increase in 
their excitement and enthusiasm to see their work acknowledged. 

Knowledge of the development of similar activities in other places through this type of 
outreach work and communiction, can lead to contacts between institutions and countries to 
establish relations and an interesting and effective optimization of resources, drawing on the 
experiences others, developed or previously discarded ideas and discuss community resources
and opportunities that have been successful in similar situations. 

There are currently several initiatives in one way or another influence in this area. It is our 
view that the world of Euskal Etxea not to waste energy or unnecessarily for the same work 
two or more times, because of lack of coordination and foresight. We must coordinate efforts, 
and as far as possible act optimizing efforts. 

Proposal: To the Directorate for Relations with Basque abroad and, where appropriate, the 
Basque Institute Etxepare - the call for an assembly/forum to discuss the coordination and 
streamlining of information.
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PART V. PROCEDURE OF CREATION
This is a tentative schedule to build this:

__ Currently drafting of motives and objectives jointly by FEVA & NABO
__ April 18: Discussion of initiatives by NABO delegates
__ July 25: Final NABO determination at Summer meeting 
__ Sending proposal to other entities in the world to make their contributions.
__ Invitation to all Basque entities to participate in the confederation 
__ Formal inauguration of confederation in Bahia Blanca, Argentina (Oct. 2009 )

PROPOSED BYLAWS

Article 1. 
Representatives of (here come the names of all 
organizations present in the founding act) - that must now be considered founders, decided to 
come together and form the month of the year and ??.., indefinitely, an international or global 
level to be called ?????? ????., residing in each of the institutions that are now being 
incorporated in the future, which is governed by the following statute and the basic standard of 
living as unwritten law that identifies the Basque nation, to fulfill the word. 

Article 2. 
The Federation is and will be an international entity apartidista that efforts will be made as 
effectively as possible the knowledge of the Basque Country: Araba, Benafarroa, Bizkaia, 
Gipuzkoa, Lapurdi, and Nafarroa Zuberoa? in the world, and exalting and defending the 
inalienable rights of the Basque people, maintaining relations with all democratic governments 
of the concert world, the historic territories of the entire institution and not Basque or Basque 
to be assigned to the defense of human rights. 

Article 3. 
To achieve and fulfill the purposes set institutions strongly suggest: 
a. Collect as many Basque entities that are scattered throughout the world. 
b. Develop a comprehensive work aimed at raising awareness of the relevance of the Basque 
society in all its dynamic aspects, its commitment to the development of innovation in the 
context of the core values of being Basque, unwavering employee. Develop a work culture to 
expose the thematic principles of freedom and respect the person, as the spirit of the 
ancient laws of Basque lineage and realize the universal nature of them. 
d. Fostering support to all international efforts aiming at peace and material aid to the needy 
spiritual self. 
e. Develop organized EUSKERA teaching? Basque language --
facilitating their dissemination not only in institutions but, in schools or state national, regional 
or provincial member of the Federation. 
f. Organize and sponsor all kinds of conferences, meetings, events 
academic conferences or training courses which are present objectives. 

ARTICLE 4. 
Be members of the World Federation of Basque Entities, Las 
federations all centers of Basque entities or first or second 
degree already established or to be established. If there is no 
applied art. 22 

ARTICLE 5. 
The Federation recognizes the principle of autonomy of a home and all the partners and shall 
refrain from any interference in the government of the federations, confederations or 
institutions or entities that integrate Basque. 

ARTICLE 6. 
The Federation shall consist of a single class of entities, activities, which accordingly are all 
likely to shape the government of the Federation .. 
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ARTICLE 7. 
Institutions wishing to join the Federation must abide by this 
Statute, the following requirements for acceptance: 
a. Request in writing along two copies of their statutes and the last report. 
b. Present and maintain a list of board of directors or its executive committee of the institution. 
c. In the case of a federation or confederation shall certify the number of members or entities 
that are active. 
Filled these requirements, the Board, by a simple majority, 
decide on admission. 

ARTICLE 8. 
Entities active members enjoy the following rights: 
a. Attend meetings of the Federation through its 
Delegates must first demonstrate the command. 
b. Make known in writing ideas, suggestions or proposals they deem relevant to the purposes 
pursued by the World Federation of Basque entities is to be issued on the matter within six 
months 
c. Apply for inclusion on the agenda of the Ordinary Assembly of the subjects who wish to 
submit to the trial of it, to be submitted in writing thirty days before it. 

ARTICLE 9. 
It is the duty of the member institutions of the Federation: 
a. Pay maintenance fees to set the Assemblies. 
b. As to comply with and abide by the provisions of these Regulations, 
subject to the resolutions of the Assemblies of the Federation. 
v. Communicate any changes to the Federation Statutes and submit annually a list of your 
committee or board of directors and approved the final report period. 

ARTICLE 10. 
The Board of Directors of the Federation, after the summary that should give speech to the 
party concerned with respect for their rights of defense may be punished with suspension or 
expulsion? and by simple majority vote, the member organization that: 
a. Fails to comply with these statutes. 
b.No to comply with the resolutions of the Assembly or the Council 
Directors. 
v. Approve resolutions, and engaging in acts contrary to propaganda made 

Board of Directors should provide details of the measures taken to primeraasamblea to 
convene for purposes of ratification. 

ARTICLE 11. 
Federations or entities for any reason cease to belong to the Federation will have no rights in 
common funds, reserve or special there. 

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE CONFEDERATION. 

ARTICLE 12. 
Faithful compliance with the statutes and resolutions of its 
Assemblies shall be liable for: 
a. Its Executive Board, consisting of a President, a Secretary General and Treasurer, elected by 
the Assembly re-elected, and by simple majority vote, for four years, being a condition for the 
positions to be active partner in any entity that directly or indirectly? represented by a 
federation or confederation of country - a member of the Federation. 

ARTICLE 13. 
The Executive Board meeting held with virtual or in person once every six months and 
extraordinarily when the Chairman or delegates of the countries on their request. 
Two members form a quorum for the Executive Board meeting. 

The resolutions are valid for simple majority vote. 
The President is entitled to vote and your vote will be decisive in the event of a tie. 
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ARTCIULO 14. 
The duties and powers of the Executive Board: 

A. Exercise of the Presidency through the representation of 
Federation. 
b. Execute and enforce these Bylaws and the resolutions taken by the Assemblies. 
c. Accept or reject applications for membership, and must communicate these resolutions to 
the first ordinary meeting. 
d. Managing the funds of the Federation. 
e. To convene the Assembly, ordinary or extraordinary. 
f. Appoint advisers who might be summoned to a meeting or consultation 
personal or virtual where the Executive Board deems 
appropriate. 
g. Involvement by all means possible, writing, virtual staff members or affiliates, giving 
account of the action taken or anything that might well be required. 
h. Interpreting these statutes and to resolve all matters concerning this 
Federation that is not covered in them and always under ARAMETERS of practical wisdom and 
cooperatives, except those that are expressly reserved to the Assemblies. 

THE PRESIDENT. 
ARTICLE 15. 
The President is the legal representative of the Federation in all their actions and their duties 
and powers: 
a. Monitor compliance with these statutes. 
b. Convene and chair meetings of the Council and Executive Officers 
Steering Assemblies and sign the relevant minutes. 
c. Representing the Federation before the authorities and public and private entities. 
d. Solving the Executive Bureau of urgent matters, realizing the Board at the first meeting. 
Accountable to the Assembly at the 1st Reunion 
e. Treasurer to sign any document required amount of payment. 

ARTICLE 16. 
The Secretary-General replaces the President in case of resignation, absence or disability of the 
latter. If acefalía total of the President and Secretary General, The Executive Committee shall 
convene the Assembly, within one hundred eighty days to replace them. In the interval the 
Board shall elect from among its members a President. 

THE SECRETARY GENERAL. 
ARTICLE 17. 
The Secretary General has the following duties and powers: 
a. Assisting the President in meetings of the Executive Committee and the Assembly, the 
drafting records. 
b. Countersign all documents signed solving. 
c. To ensure the correspondence of the Federation and take care of ordering the social file. 
d Prepare the report of the Federation. 

THE TREASURER. 
ARTICLE 18. 
The functions and powers of the Treasurer: 
a. Receive contributions from member entities, which donated 
any other income received and giving the respective vouchers. 
b. Payments paid by the Executive Board agreed and authorized by the President. 
c. Oversee the accounting and order general or partial balances deems appropriate. 

Of the Auditors. 
ARTICLE 19. 
The delegates of the member institutions that comprise the Executive Committee act as 
auditors.
Of the assemblies. 
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ARTICLE 20. 
Assemblies shall be ordinary or extraordinary. The first will be held every four years to discuss 
the report and balance sheet. The Extraordinary Assembly will take place when the convening 
by the Executive Board request or four partners, should take place within ninety days of 
submission. Except that come together to reform these statutes to be convened in accordance 
with the provisions of Article 26. 

ARTICLE 21. 
Assembly subpoenas to be sent in writing or via virtual, with two months in advance - three 
months for the art. 26 
-. All must specify the reason for the call and accompanied the agenda. The Report and Balance 
Sheet shall accompany the summons for the ordinary. 

ARTICLE 22. 
Affiliates, up to date with the Treasury, with more than six months in federal, may send a 
delegate to the assembly with a voice and vote. Every country where there is more than a 
Basque institution is entitled to one delegate. Where there is federation or confederation of 
institutions or entities Basques is that you should refer the representative of federation or 
confederation. 
Affiliated entities with less than six months in federal, will 
right to send one delegate each, with voice but without vote. 

ARTICLE 23. 
Federation members who can not attend the Assembly, may delegate their representation - art. 
12 and 14, report in writing of its decision to the Executive Board. 

ARTICLE 24. 
The Assembly shall form a quorum and legally the presence of delegates from over one half of 
the entities. If the time for the opening of the Assembly has not enough, it will meet half an 
hour later, whatever the number of attendees, to be valid all agreements to be taken by 
majority vote. 

Of social funds. 
ARTICLE 25. 
The funds of the Federation shall be constituted: 
a. With annual dues of individual members, as approving the Assemblies. 
b. With donations and bequests received. 
v. With outstanding contributions on a voluntary basis that may be requested by the Board or 
the Board to affiliated entities or persons in particular, nongovernmental organizations, 
international associations, municipal governments, state, regional or national, where 
circumstances so require. 

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. 
ARTICLE 26. 
The reform of these statutes can only be resolved in Assembly 
Special convened for that purpose, a proposal from the Executive Committee of three or more 
active federal entities. The summons to the Assembly for this purpose shall be made in the 
form set out in Article 21, with six months in advance and be accompanied with the proposed 
changes. The Assembly will meet in accordance with Art. 24 but for the validity of their 
decisions will have to meet two thirds or more of the votes present. 

ARTICLE 27. 
World Federation of Basque Entities may not dissolve while 
there are three or entities willing to support it and direct it. Do not fill this requirement shall be 
proclaimed by dissolving an Extraordinary Meeting convened for this purpose only, which shall 
decide by simple majority and appoint its dissolution two entities to comply. 

ARTICLE 28. 
The emblem that ???.. is adopted as the flag Flag representative which will be rectangular, red 
background, and take it on a green cross of St. Andrew and superimposed on it a vertical white 
cross dividing it into four equal parts.
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ISSUE:  How can NABO best sustain this resource?

This year NABO has launched a program to help facilitate the participation of Basque 
youth who might encounter financial difficulties. It was named in honor of Aita 
Martxel Tillous, in honor of his many years of working with our Basque youth and his 
ceaseless desire to see our Basque culture preserved.

If you would like to make a contribution, mail your contribution to:

Aita Martxel Tillous Youth Aid Fund
c/o Grace Mainvil, NABO Treasurer
705 Nicklaus Lane
Eagle, ID 83616

POSSIBLE INCOME SOURCES
> Member organizations provide a fundraiser for this?
> Solicit donations
> Request support from the Basque Government?
> Recommendations/suggestions?  Email info@nabasque.org

POSSIBLE SUMS. NABO events are kept at low expense. Possible sums could be to cover 
some or all of the participant's fee.

DISTRIBUTION PROCESS  Applications will be kept confidential; only one person will translate 
the applications into a random letter and then the selection committee will see only the letter 
and the application request.

MIL ESKER!  The San Francisco Basque Cultural Center, which for 
many years hosted Aita Tillous, sold his van “Pottoka” (hence the logo above) and those 
proceeds were applied to this fund. 
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    POST-BASQUE CHAPLAIN

ISSUE:  How can NABO best provide resources to those clubs that 
choose to keep a Basque mass as part of their gatherings?

>Online at our NABO website (sitemap and click on “Religion”) are Basque-English materials 
available for clubs to utilize for creating their own Basque mass material.
> Potential Summer 2010 project:  tour of a visiting Basque priest; Our end:  we’ll require 
hosting communities

Martxel Tillous was born in 1934 in the Basque town of Eskiula in Xiberoa. Following his 
calling he entered the priesthood and began work as a missionary for 26 years in Africa .
Returning to Europe he served four years as the Basque chaplain for the Basque community of 
Paris from where he came to the United States to serve as chaplain of Basque-Americans since 

1994, until he could no longer continue because of the onset of cancer. 

It turned out that Aita Martxel was the last in a line of earlier Basque 
chaplains. His ministry as chaplain to the Basques of the United States had 
him criss-crossing the country averaging 60,000 miles a year! He usually 
spent 200 nights a year sleeping in his van—with the license plate “Pottoka”—

as he traveled from his base in San Francisco, California to the scattered Basque 
communities of eleven states of the American West. All of this to serve the spiritual needs of 
Basque-Americans—from celebrating mass in the Basque language to baptizing, marrying 
Basque couples and consoling us at funerals. 

In 2002 our chaplain from Zuberoa was recognized by NABO with its "Bizi Emankorra" or 
Lifetime Contribution award, for both his spiritual and cultural contributions. An avid 
txistulari, Aita Martxel was often seen and heard playing this ancient Basque flute (or its 
variation the xirula). He served as the txistu instructor at NABOs annual Udaleku-Music 
Camp (Basque Cultural Summer Camp) for youth for most all his years with us. After a 
Basque picnic meal he was always there to join in a sing-along or to help encourage the 
formation of new Basque cultural venture. He also started a newsletter (“Lokarria”) that 
goes out to thousands of Basque-American families and thus further assisting efforts to bring 
our community closer together. 

NABO salutes Aita Martxel’s self-less dedication to his tasks and we consider ourselves 
fortunate to have been blessed with his presence among us. Esker mila Aita Martxel!

"He was a quiet, unassuming, gentle, holy man. When people these days get discouraged with their 
priests and don’t feel that they are practicing what they preach, all they would have to do is look at the 
wonderful example that Aita Tillous gave to us. He lived for years and years in Africa helping the poor; he 
traded in his apartment for a little room in the Euskal Etxea of San Francisco to be close to the people; he 
drove thousands of miles to share in the most important days of many families’ lives; he took time to teach 
children the gift of music; and he sang like God himself was coming through his lungs. He was such a 
good man and such a great example of what a priest can be." --Astero reader
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  NABO YOUTH INITIATIVES
ISSUE: How can NABO best support member efforts to keep their 
youth active and participating in their clubs?

BASQUE COUNTRY TRIPS.

On for this summer:
XIBEROA: Basque Youth Exchange (June 2009 / August 2009)
Valerie Arrechea is the contact person for this project. She can be reached 
at 415/859-1154 or by email at Etcharren@msn.com

Summer 2010: Trip coordinated by Anita Franzoia 
elkoanacabe@hotmail.com
NO applicants—back to the drawing board

This opportunity is to allow for Basque young adults to create their 
own initiatives. Come on and give it a chance! The first phone 
conference is slated for December.
Valerie Arrechea is serving as the moderator, but the young adults will be 
ones developing the initiatives. She can be reached at 415/859-1154 or by 
email at Etcharren@msn.com

Zer| 
What:

2 weeks to learn about Basque culture & make friends

Noiz | 
When: June 28 (Sun) - July 11 (Sat), 2009

Non | 
Where: Chino, California (Chino Basque clubhouse)

Nor | 
Who: For Basque youth ages 10-15 from NABO member 

organizations & invited guests

YOUTH FACILITATORS

NOR (Who): NABO is asking that each member club appoint a 
youth facilitator; NABO is not involved with this selection process.
We just want someone--anyone--who will be committed in your 
community to keeping things going another generation.
ZERGATIK (Why): Our Basque future in the United States will be 
determined within the next 15-20 years. A new generation—
American born—will now decide how and if our Basque heritage will 
endure in America. The time is now to begin making plans for 
making this transition. The key will be how well we are able to 
transmit Basque culture to future generations of Basque-
Americans. It is therefore crucial that we create a viable program 
that can network together, to make this a fruitful transition.
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     Kultur Astea   
ISSUE: What can NABO do to help members host periodic cultural 
and educational events to get people together?

"You cannot give what you do not have." Many of us want to give to younger generations a 
sense of Basqueness (Basque culture & identity) because we want to share what we have and 
what we have appreciated. What we have in relation to Basque culture we'll refer to as 
GUREA: "That which is ours." The problem--and don't take this personal--is that many of us 
don't have much depth or breadth of knowledge about Basqueness. This is the proposed 
definition of the problem and solution: we have to learn (ikasi) more to be able to teach 
(irakatsi) more.

One of the challenges that confronts those who wish to see Basqueness endure is the fact of 
the matter that most have only a limited understanding of Basque culture and identity. There 
are various reasons for this, including the fact that for many immigrant Basques, their initial 
understanding of the Basque Country was generally limited to only an area of about twenty 
miles from their birthplace. This was just the way life was at that time. Meanwhile while 
today its much easier to travel greater distances and to see many parts of the Basque 
Country, oftentimes on the tour-package plan the knowledge we get still remains limited.

Basque clubs regularly receive inquiries from European Basques that go along the lines of:
"would like to meet Basque-Americans" and "prepared to work at whatever to cover expenses 
while there" and "want to help teach about Basque culture." In practice, very few of these 
inquiries ever meet with much success. Meanwhile, Basque clubs are always in search of ways 
of communicating information about "Basqueness:" Basque culture & identity. The proposal is 
to meld these two elements.  

TEAM TRAINING. Basque country young adults apply to a program where the Directorate of 
Relations with Basque Communities prepares them. This preparation will enable them to 
present a one-week selection of classes and lessons geared to both children and adults.

ROTATION. This team (probably a pair) would spend one week in a host community then 
move to the next, covering from 4-6 communities during the course of a summer.

HOSTING REQUIREMENTS. Room and board for one week (either a hotel room or staying with 
a family) and local transportation (including a one-way trip to or from the previous/next 
community). Each club would have to make the necessary arrangements to secure a large 
room of sorts for the meetings.   

SESSION OPTIONS. Morning sessions could be geared more to children, while later afternoon 
events would be for both young and old. They could include teaching dances, watching a 
Basque film (explained & discussed), cooking classes, Euskara introduction, etc.
Send your comments to info@nabasque.org
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CLUB ASSESSMENT: Followup

West North South Central Eastern

Fresno
Los Banos
Marin-Sonoma
Rocklin
Seattle
SF Anaitasuna
SF Basque Club
SF Basque Center
SF BEO
Vancouver

Boise
Oinkari Dancers
Salt Lake
Buffalo
Rock Springs
Gooding
Basque Museum
Ontario
Mountain Home
Homedale
Cenarrusa

Chino
Bakersfield
Las Vegas
So.California
LA Oberena
Ventura County

CBS
Reno
Elko
Winnemucca
Gardnerville
Susanville
Santa Rosa
Colorado
Battle Mountain

Washington D.C.
NY Euzko Etxea
NY Society of Basque 
Studies

BIZI EMANKORRA Nominations are due by our annual Winter meeting. 
     A candidate is a person who has made significant contributions to NABO and/or who have 
given extraordinary commitment to Basque culture in the United States. 
We ask each NABO organization to nominate people from their Basque community who have 
involved themselves with NABO related projects and initiatives, and/or served as a NABO 
Delegate. Each club may nominate up to 2 candidates, through their NABO representatives.
Each nomination should be accompanied by the following information:
>Name of nominating organization; Full name of nominee; Please list the leadership roles of 
nominee; Please list the participatory roles of nominee ; Please describe the volunteerism and 
actions of the nominee which have promoted NABO related activities to promote Basque 
culture and identity in the United States; Explain why this person deserves this recognition; 
Nominee’s address / phone number / email address 

CLUB COMMUNICATORS

HIZKETA? Resume if we have five clubs that are regularly distributing this (otherwise 
this material is now posted online)

SONG BOOKLETS?  First run is now gone—do you need more?

.EUS domain extension campaign
Some folks are endeavoring to create a new web extension .eus that will serve for Euskal 
Herria or Euskadi. They are in need of a show of support. You can go to their website to 
show your support at http://www.puntueus.org/eu/atxikimenduak  Your signature on the 
website and your passing this news along to your contacts could help the effort immensely.
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PORTABLE EXHIBITIONS:

   
Each host has to pay for local expenses, arrange transport, set-up/take-down.

DANCE WORKSHOPS
February’s workshops in San Francisco, Boise & Chino went 
well.  The hope is to continue with these.  The next proposed 
workshop would concentrate on the dances from Baztan in 
Nafarroa.

DANCE OFFERINGS
There will not be time for all of these in such a short time, but these 
are some possible offerings: 
> Fandango & Arin-arin (two styles including regular & Arratia styles)
> Ingurutxoak: mixed dances of Nafarroa (Ttun-ttun, Iribas, Leitza)
> Plaza dantza (social dances for audience participation)
> Xoxuarena (Mutil dantza from Baztan

APIRILA-April

April 4 (Sat): Susanville, CA 
April 12 (Sun): Aberri Eguna celebration in New York City

MAIATZA-MAY

May 2 (Sat): Fresno, CA festival
May 17 (Sun): Los Banos, CA festival
May 24 (Sun): Bakersfield, CA festival

EKAINA—JUNE

June 13-14: Winnemucca Basque festival
June 6 (Sat): Ventura County festival
June 7 (Sun): San Francisco Basque Club festival

2009 NABO Ikaspilota Camp June 15-20 (Ages 7-16) San Francisco
June 21 (Sun): Utah Basque club festival
June 28 (Sun): Txoko Ona (Homedale, ID)

2009 NABO Udaleku: June 28-July 11 in Chino, CA
Udaleku means summer camp.

UZTAILA-JULY

July 4-5: Elko, NV festival
July 5 (Sun): So. California (Chino, CA) festival

2009 NABO Mus Finals: July 11 (Sat) Chino Basque clubhouse
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2009 GAZTEALDE: July 10-18  Not likely now

July 18 (Sat): Seattle, WA festival
July 19 (Sun): Gooding, ID festival

2009 NABO Convention July 24-25-26 in Reno, NV

July 30 (Thur): Kick-off of the 50th Anniversary of the Boise Oinkari

ABUZTUA-AUGUST

Aug 1-2: Boise, ID festival (starts July 31)
Aug 2 (Sun): San Francisco BCC Zpeiz Mukaki dancers
Aug 8 (Sat): Gardnerville, NV festival + NABO Kantari Eguna
Aug 9 (Sun): Mountain Home, ID festival
Aug 15 (Sat): Buffalo, WY festival
                  Battle Mountain, NV
Aug 16 (Sun): Rock Springs, WY festival
Aug 29-30: San Francisco Basque Cultural Ctr Festival

IRAILA-SEPTEMBER

Sept 6 (Sun): Chino, CA Festival                
Sept 13 (Sun): Marin Sonoma festival

URRIA-OCTOBER

Oct 4 (Sun): Las Vegas Basque Festival
Oct. 24 (Sat): Rocklin, CA

NABO MEETING PROCEDURES: Timely, fair & orderly
These are based on Robert's Rules of Order, but ultimately we as a group 
decide what works best for us. The aim is to find a viable formula to make 
our meetings timely, fair and orderly.

General five minute report rule.* Each person speaking on a point on 
the agenda will be given an uninterrupted (no questions until finished) 

five minutes to briefly state (because delegates can later refer to specifics provided them in 
written form or online) *Some reports are exempt from this five minute cap, including the 
Treasurer's & Facilitator reports, and periodically a Basque Government report.

Questions & discussion. Following each specific presentation (that is not interrupted by 
questions) up to a ten minute period of discussion begins on this agenda point (which allows 
for questioning, input, motions from the floor, etc.). Note that all members wishing to speak 
about the motion receive the opportunity to speak before any one member speaks for a 
second time. If discussion/questions ends before the ten minute period, then we move to the 
next agenda item. If after ten minutes discussion continues, an automatic return to Robert's 
Rules of Order (specifically "Motion to Limit or Extend debate") will occur. At this point all 
delegates vote whether to continue the discussion. If the majority votes YES, the discussion 
continues for up to five minutes (when again the automatic vote is triggered)

If a majority votes NO, there are now several options:
1) "Call to Question:" to form or restate a motion to bring the matter to a vote or
2) "Refer to Committee:" the matter is now referred to a specific committee that is formed or 
an existing focus (advisory) group.
2) "Lay on the Table:" General discussion of the item is tabled.  Those still interested in the 
matter can follow up and it's possible to "take from the table" and reopen the matter at a later 
time.


